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2WEEK SERIES

2/2-4

Family Life Series: Dr. Tim Muehlhoff

M 2/2 Tim Muehlhoff @ Gym

Family Life Series: Dr. Tim Muehlhoff

M 2/2 Tim Muehlhoff @ Gym
"Seeing Life, Love, and Conflict through
the Eyes of Others" Hebrews 13:3

The most important tool in our communication
toolbox is the ability to see life through the
eyes of others. Psychologists call "perspectivetaking" the most important skill a person can
develop in learning to relate to others.

The most important tool in our communication
toolbox is the ability to see life through the
eyes of others. Psychologists call "perspectivetaking" the most important skill a person can
develop in learning to relate to others.

T 2/3 Tim Muehlhoff @ Calvary

"Worshiping God through our Relationships"
Hebrews 12:28-13:1-7

"Worshiping God through our Relationships"
Hebrews 12:28-13:1-7

When we choose to love each other, address
conflict, forgive, strive for purity, and be content,
we are worshiping God. To view our relationships
as worship provides a powerful motivation to
do the hard work of keeping relationships healthy.

When we choose to love each other, address
conflict, forgive, strive for purity, and be content,
we are worshiping God. To view our relationships
as worship provides a powerful motivation to
do the hard work of keeping relationships healthy.

W 2/4 Tim Muehlhoff @ Gym
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"Seeing Life, Love, and Conflict through
the Eyes of Others" Hebrews 13:3
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W 2/4 Tim Muehlhoff @ Gym

"The Greatest Relational Skill-- Forgiveness"
Ephesians 4:31-32

"The Greatest Relational Skill-- Forgiveness"
Ephesians 4:31-32

C.S. Lewis once commented that
forgiveness is a wonderful idea, until you
actually have something to forgive. The
ability to forgive is the single a powerful
indicator of how healthy our relationships will
be in the present and future (ie. marriage).

C.S. Lewis once commented that
forgiveness is a wonderful idea, until you
actually have something to forgive. The
ability to forgive is the single a powerful
indicator of how healthy our relationships will
be in the present and future (ie. marriage).

Dr. Judy TenElshof @ Calvary

Th 2/5

Dr. Judy TenElshof @ Calvary

“Intimacy with God - Preparation for Marriage”
Ephesians 5

“Intimacy with God - Preparation for Marriage”
Ephesians 5

Don't wait to get married to experience intimacy,
Jesus didn't! Experience Jesus as Spouse.

Don't wait to get married to experience intimacy,
Jesus didn't! Experience Jesus as Spouse.

Dr. Larry and Jayme Acosta @ Gym
Come hear this couple share about their journey
as God blended two cultures as they became
one in Him.
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Dr. Larry and Jayme Acosta @ Gym
Come hear this couple share about their journey
as God blended two cultures as they became
one in Him.
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Ben Shin @ Gym
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M 2/9

“Bitter or Better? Responding after
Being Devastated” James 1:2-5

“Bitter or Better? Responding after
Being Devastated” James 1:2-5

What do you do after your world comes
crashing down around you? How does God
want us to respond after we've been deeply
hurt? Hear the story of a survivor who went
through this in his own personal life and see
why he chose to be "better" rather than
"bitter."

What do you do after your world comes
crashing down around you? How does God
want us to respond after we've been deeply
hurt? Hear the story of a survivor who went
through this in his own personal life and see
why he chose to be "better" rather than
"bitter."

President Corey @ Gym

W 2/11

“Walking in Another’s Shoes”
Philippians 2:1-5.

Th 2/12

F 2/13

Ben Shin @ Gym

Dr. Judy TenElshof @ Calvary

President Corey @ Gym
“Walking in Another’s Shoes”
Philippians 2:1-5.

Th 2/12

Dr. Judy TenElshof @ Calvary

“Intimacy with Others - Preparation for
Marriage” John 17:20-23

“Intimacy with Others - Preparation for
Marriage” John 17:20-23

Our relationships with others are the
measure and reflection of the reality of our
relationship with God!

Our relationships with others are the
measure and reflection of the reality of our
relationship with God!

Pluzios Chapel @ Gym
Let’s go deeper…
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Pluzios Chapel @ Gym
Let’s go deeper…

